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ASSISTED REALITY IN  
THE MINING SECTOR

While mining was not the fastest industry to push toward digitization, it is one that can benefit the 
most from the effort. The often extreme conditions in which staff work underground and in open-
cast mines are driving investments in connectivity to facilitate communications between teams 
and to keep track of their locations. Mining has the highest mortality rate out of any industry, so 
minimizing unnecessary risk is immensely important. Mining has followed a very similar path to the 
manufacturing and broader industrial sector, with major stages of advancement. Industry 4.0 and 
Mining 4.0 bring in deeply integrated digital platforms and tools to existing workflows.

How to minimize risk is a question already answered through Augmented Reality (AR). The 
foundational enterprise AR use cases of remote assistance, training, and knowledge capture can 
be leveraged independently and in tandem to not only increase operational efficiency, but to help 
keep miners safe. Enabling more workers to remain remote through remote worker enablement 
and remote assistance minimizes risk by reducing the number of at-risk persons; it can also reduce 
risk for those on-site in hazardous environments through precise expert guidance. Training and 
knowledge capture go hand-in-hand, and AR can capture data and processes in real time and 
deliver workflow instruction hands-free. Hands-free content access again helps keep miners safe, 
reduces errors, and, ultimately, keeps things running smoothly.

ABI Research 
Forecasts that 
Digitization 
Spending in 
the Mining 
Sector Will 
Reach US$9.3 
Billion in 2030
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AUGMENTED REALITY HMD USE CASES IN MINING

Mining is a challenging environment for implementing any digital tool. There are significant 
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) requirements for mining. Hard hats and safety glasses are 
ubiquitous, with respirators, hearing protection, hand/foot protection, and fall protection common 
as well. In a full PPE environment, using any type of device can be a challenge, but PPE-compatible 
Head-Mounted Devices (HMDs) account for nearly all PPE scenarios. A solution like the RealWear 
Navigator 500 is compatible with protective glasses and hard hats, while voice recognition removes 
any hand-related input barriers.

On the business side, revenue flow is highly volatile in the mining industry. This impacts spending 
on digitization, both through purely lacking funds in downturns and with shifting sites, mineral type 
targets, and processes. In these cases, AR spending can be difficult to rationalize, but it pays off the 
most during this volatility. Training can be done quicker with AR, thanks to both knowledge capture 
upfront and knowledge distribution (through training, workflow instructions, etc.) after capture. 
Remote support and planning can keep operations running and enable faster transitions between 
processes and/or sites.

Relatedly, data silos are very common in mining, and AR can help link these silos. Linking teams 
within a site, and linking individual sites, can be streamlined with AR. As content is captured and 
leveraged on one site, it can be uploaded and used at other sites with similar processes and roles.

In terms of AR use during actual excavation and mining (versus office/planning/etc.), usage again 
depends on the environment. Both open-cast and underground mining operations can benefit 
from AR, alongside other digitization efforts like mapping, routing, positioning, and asset tracking. 
These can feed into AR usage, and vice versa. AR can serve as a positioning and tracking tool for 
miners, while making use of mapping data.
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1.  ASSISTED REALITY IN THE MINING SECTOR 
While mining was not the fastest industry to push toward digitization, it is one that can benefit the most from 
the effort. The often extreme conditions in which staff work underground and in open-cast mines are driving 
investments in connectivity to facilitate communications between teams and to keep track of their locations. 
Mining has the highest mortality rate out of any industry, so minimizing unnecessary risk is immensely 
important. Mining has followed a very similar path to the manufacturing and broader industrial sector, with 
major stages of advancement. Industry 4.0 and Mining 4.0 bring in deeply integrated digital platforms and 
tools to existing workflows. 

ABI Research Forecasts that Digitization Spending in the Mining Sector Will Reach US$9.3 Billion in 2030 
 
How to minimize risk is a question already answered through Augmented Reality (AR). The foundational 
enterprise AR use cases of remote assistance, training, and knowledge capture can be leveraged 
independently and in tandem to not only increase operational efficiency, but to help keep miners safe. 
Enabling more workers to remain remote through remote worker enablement and remote assistance 
minimizes risk by reducing the number of at-risk persons; it can also reduce risk for those on-site in 
hazardous environments through precise expert guidance. Training and knowledge capture go hand-in-
hand, and AR can capture data and processes in real time and deliver workflow instruction hands-free. 
Hands-free content access again helps keep miners safe, reduces errors, and, ultimately, keeps things 
running smoothly. 

Augmented Reality HMD Use Cases in Mining 
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• Critical with retiring workforce and complex, 
hazardous environments

• Can centralize knowledge capture for greater 

• Huge downtime costs avoided
• Travel costs eliminated

• Increased retention and recall
• Real-time, visual guidance possible on-site
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In Action: IMDEX is a global mining technology company with brand 
specializations in drilling and scanning/modeling. The company faced travel 
restrictions like the rest of the world in 2020 and needed a remote support 
solution. IMDEX began using the RealWear HMT-1 as a hands-free remote client 
support tool, emphasizing that the need for hands-free capability and strong 
noise cancellation in mining environments were necessities. Disruption to on-site 
support was reduced, while worker safety was preserved.

RECOMMENDATIONS
• Promote career opportunities as a technologically mature company to improve new 

hire interest and staff retention. Mining operators will face talent shortages as large cohorts 
of staff reach retirement age; more than 50% of mining workers are over 45 years old (according 
to Rockwell Automation), with the industry struggling to attract younger workers. This is coupled 
with the need to control associated labor costs, including transporting workers to the facility. 
Investments in connectivity and automation, as well as mitigating the effects of COVID-19, have 
led to more staff monitoring operations remotely. AR can reduce the number of employees 
with mine exposure if some roles can be performed from an operations room in a city center 
location. AR enables this remote capability and creates a more digital-friendly workflow. 

• Digitization requires longer-term thinking in mining than in other verticals. Mining 
operators need to have a plan for how digital technologies should be used in their plants and 
prioritize the areas to address first. AR is an important piece of this planning, but also requires 
more thought. Funding digital projects should not be dependent on the prevailing price of the 
mineral, which can be volatile, and instead focus on the benefits that a digital project will deliver 
and commit funds to the applications and underlying infrastructure.

• Break down data silos with new technology and supporting platforms. Miners are often 
collecting similar data points and storing the information in individual applications, and this 
collection is mostly done manually on paper. Technology suppliers should work with mining 
organizations to map out application landscapes and look to consolidate information in data 
lakes for future use, alongside enabling workers with hands-free devices.
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